
Dear Students, 

We all have responsibilities at home, school/work, to our country, etc. We also have responsibilities to 
Chayon-Ryu. The dojang is where we gain wisdom and improve our life. We cannot just take. We must 
also give. 
 
One of these responsibilities is paying dues (dojang bee). How much has Chayon-Ryu helped your life? 
What price would you put on that? Dues are a commitment from yourself to train and an investment in the 
future of Chayon-Ryu and yourself. You are showing that coming to class has value and worth. Training 
without paying dues is stealing or at least saying it has no value. Just because you teach does not excuse 
you from paying dues. Teaching is part of training. To truly understand you must teach.  
 
Another responsibility of all students is keeping the school clean and maintaining or improving it. If we 
don't clean the school who should? The dojang is a place you come to gain knowledge. We develop 
sincerity, respect, and humility there. Part of this is cleaning. It should be the first thing you do when you 
enter the school. Just because you pay your dues doesn't mean you don't have to clean. Our system 
emphasizes the mental and spiritual aspects of martial arts with the ultimate goal being enlightment. This 
cannot occur through physical training only. Indeed you will develop 'ju hwa jp ma' (cancer of the mind) if 
only physical aspects are emphasized. 
 
Responsibility number three is following the student code of conduct. Everyone should have a copy of 
this, if you don't just ask for one. Review these rules. They include items such as attending class 
regularly, arriving on time, proper etiquette, and meditating before class, among others. Someone should 
not have to correct you; it should be something like a church and the proper attitude displayed at all 
times. 
 
Lastly, all students should train with 'su ryon.' Make the ki connection with your kihop. Check your 
stances, can they be any deeper? Train hard and be sincere. If you are given any corrections or new 
material, you should practice them diligently.  
 
These responsibilities are vital to the success of each of us and our school. 'In gua ung-bo' - what goes 
around comes around. 

Sincerely, 

Grandmaster Kim Soo 


